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The White Paper is hereby integrated by reference, as it may be amended from time to time. I
“Anser Mehmood” will distribute the DAAD Coin tokens (Tokens) to buyers (Buyer) pursuant to
our contract. 
We have no representations or warranties, express or implied, of merchantability or fitness for
a particular purpose with respect to the Tokens, their utility, or the ability of anyone to purchase
or use Tokens. It hereby disclaims any representation, warranty, or undertaking in any form
whatsoever to any institute or person, including any representation, warranty, or undertaking
about the accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this white paper.
The content of this white paper is provided for informational purposes only and may change
without notice. DAAD token does not make or claim to make high profits, nor is it responsible
for any loss, Trading Crypto needs a lot of knowledge, experience, and technical support to
invest.
No company parties represent or warrant that the process of purchasing and /or receiving
Tokens or the tokens themselves will be uninterrupted or error-free. Consequently, the buyer
acknowledges and understands that they may never receive Tokens and may lose the entire
amount they paid to Company.
The buyer would have to provide an authentic and accurate digital wallet address for receipt of
any Tokens distributed to them as per the Contract. The Tokens are not securities,
commodities, swaps, or a financial instrument of any kind. 
The purchasing and sales of Tokens are not subject to any law protection. 
The information on the owner’s website or in the white paper has not been examined or
approved by any regulatory authority. No such action has been taken or will be taken under
any laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. Any content of this website, the
white paper, or any linked content does not imply compliance with a specific country's
applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules. Any part of or any copy of the white paper
on the website or in the document cannot be taken or sent to any country where dissemination
or distribution of the white paper is prohibited or restricted.
I and my companies (along with its directors, officers, staff, and employees) do not bear any
liability or responsibility for the correctness, accuracy, or completeness of the information
contained within the White Paper. Furthermore, if Buyer chooses to participate in the initial sale
of Tokens, Company does not assume any liability or responsibility for any loss of market value
of Tokens. 
The content and information in this White Paper may be challenging and require a high level of
familiarity with cryptocurrencies to comprehend Tokens and associated risks. Readers and all
relevant parties are encouraged to seek external advice. The company does not assume any
responsibility for the decisions you take regarding the white paper. Concerning parties are
solely responsible for making their own assessment of the matters, including assessing risks
and consulting technical and professional advisors.
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Abstract02
This white paper is designed to examine the DAAD
token, its utility, and its benefits to the investors, owner,
and the world. The aim of the DAAD token is to promote
human values, poverty, global sustainability, equality,
and environmental protection. This goal is achieved by
providing high-quality products and services around the
globe.
DAAD token is supported by Binance smart chains,
which is the most crucial blockchain in cryptocurrency.
Anyone can invest in it in order to promote human rights
globally. 
Be a part of the DAAD token and serve humanity, its
values, and the environment.



Background03

Lack of economic infrastructure
Little or no access to healthcare services
Little or no access to education

The Problem: 
According to the World Bank report,
the poverty rate in Pakistan has gone
over 5 percent, which is expected to
escalate even more in the upcoming
years. The report further states that
around two million people have fallen
below the poverty line in the country. 

The Cause of
the Problem04



The Impact of
the Problem05

As people become more
engrossed with fulfilling the
basic necessities of life, their
inclination towards building
assets and wealth becomes
negligible. They pay little or no
attention to wealth-building
strategies, which cause them
to have no assets.

To create more asset-building
opportunities for everybody,
irrespective of their financial
resources and background.
DAAD cryptocurrency is our
step in that direction. With
DAAD crypto, we aim to help
with poverty reduction by
giving access to everybody to
cryptocurrency.

The 
Solution06



Introduction-
ICO and DAAD07

The blockchain, an irreversible and
decentralized technology that assigns a
digital value to any material thing,
intellectual labor, financial asset,
transaction, or digital asset ecosystem,
has been on the rise since its
emergence. As a result, cryptocurrencies
with economic worth are known as asset-
backed cryptocurrencies.
An ICO (Initial Coin Offering) is the latest
big thing in the field of finance. And we
have integrated ICO with our drive to
help humanity in order to create DAAD
crypto. Understanding the problem of
poverty in Pakistan and the opportunities
presented by crypto, we began our
journey. We leveraged blockchain to
improve positive human rights and open
the doors to prosperity for all.

DAAD is an ICO cryptocurrency, which
allows investors to invest in this token
and profit from it based on the basic rule
of demand and supply. DAAD Token
serves all values of human rights, global
sustainability, and environmental
protection. With DAAD tokens, we
primarily aim to help Pakistanis who fall
below the poverty line so that they are
able to build their digital assets
significantly. 



An Initial Coin
Offering ICO

DAAD ERC20 Token is an ICO cryptocurrency in
Binance Smart Chain Main net. The token is
implemented as ERC20, enabling global investors to
invest in DAAD. This investment gives them the
opportunity to trade or hold to earn % of the profit on
blockchain technology, which is set by the industry on
the basic rule of demand and supply.
The DAAD contract is verified with Binance smart
chain, deployed in Pancake exchange, and will be
registered in other exchanges as meeting listing
requirements. 

@reallygreatsite

DAAD
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The drive behind DAAD crypto is to provide equal
opportunities to affluent investors and ordinary people
through the same platform. We ensure this by offering
high-quality, world-class products and services all around
the globe. With DAAD tokens, people will have a better
method of investing that will not only help them build
assets but also play a part in reducing inequality,
promoting human rights, supporting global sustainability,
and encouraging environmental betterment.
DAAD Token acts as a fantastic platform for people with
less money as well as for people who are interested in
human rights protection and promotion. It exists as an
ERC-20 protocol token within the Binance Smart Chain
Blockchain Network. It is a layer two solution to scale the
Binance Blockchain Network, unlike most other tokens
that do not have underlying assets or any intangible
value.

Our
Methodology09



The motivation behind DAAD crypto is nothing but
equality. We aim to include cryptocurrency in every
portfolio, including wealthy and financially-challenged
people. We understand that wealth-building strategies
are typically only accessible to the affluent, and our
mission is to change that.
With DAAD tokens, we retake control of our financial
system from the elite and aim to distribute it to everyone.
DAAD token will help create an ecosystem that will allow
more people to access and build digital assets,
irrespective of their financial background. 

The DAAD token will enable individuals and businesses
to invest in high-ticket investments and cryptocurrencies
simultaneously, and that too with confidence like never
before. 
Our vision is to raise funds and work for global peace by
upholding justice, equality, and prosperity for everyone.
In order to achieve that, we aim to work on social welfare
and development projects in rural areas of Pakistan.

Our
Motivation10



@reallygreatsite

The fundamental unit of value within the DAAD
cryptosystem is the DAAD coin token (“token”).
Tokens provide inflationary-resistant digital value
within the system. The DAAD token will be
derived from a standard Ethereum ERC20 token
and will be tradable on exchanges.

B r e a k i n g  N e w s

DAAD
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The DAAD token can be used for its multiple
features, including:

Investment liquidity refers to an investor's ability to adjust their cash flow
in response to ever-changing commodity prices and production costs for
cryptocurrencies that can be traded. The dynamics of the overall crypto
market are typically determined by liquidity.

DAAD Tokens can be converted to cash with ease and convenience.
Investees don't have to worry about losing their coins. The more the
investments, the more the liquidity. The DAAD token is ideal for people
who would love to work for the betterment of the world and others while
building their own assets.

 LIQUIDITY:1.

Token 
Features12

 Liquidity          2. Holding      3. Trading1.



The DAAD token can be used for its multiple
features, including:

DAAD token works on the Binance smart chain blockchain, which is not
only the largest crypto exchange by trading volume but it also offers
exceptional holding services. BSC Holding ensures users' funds are safe
by leveraging effective security measures and providing a Secure Asset
Fund for Users (SAFU).

Our holding method, at the time of writing, is arguably one of the safest
and eco-friendly methods to help investors earn passive income with
great margins. DAAD token holding is especially useful for investors,
irrespective of their knowledge regarding the crypto-world. 

2. HOLING:

Token 
Features12



The DAAD token can be used for its multiple
features, including:

The DAAD token can also be used easily and efficiently for crypto
trading. The transactions are secure, private, and digital, based on
blockchain technology. You can perform the crypto trading via a separate
crypto trading site or CFD trading account or buying and selling through
a cryptocurrency exchange.

3. tRADING:

Token 
Features12



Token 
Advantages14

More secure
Less expensive & computationally intensive
More performant
A decentralized foundation based on sound
monetary policies
Autonomous for investors

0x9048d508dafb1933a173ba11c75f009bd93c8a31

Token 
Details13

Token name-----------------------------------------Daad Token
Symbol------------------------------------------------DAAD
Platform-----------------------------------------------Binance Smart Chain
Total Supply-------------------------------------------------2 Million Daad
Cerculating Supply----------------------------------- 2 Million Daad
Decimals---------------------------------------------- 18
Liquidity Providor LP(token owner)----------Anser Mehmood
Date Deployed---------------------------------------January 9th 2022, 8:26:31 am

Contract
Address:15



Social Welfare
30%

LP 
30%

Liquidity +
20%NFTs +-

10%

DCES
10%

30% trading fee raised for social welfare and development
projects in rural areas of Pakistan. 
20% trading fee raised to add more token Liquidity every
year. 
10% trading fee raised to invest in NFTs trading. 
10% Trading fee raised to donate for crypto ecosystem
development. 
30% trading fee to the first LP (Token owner) Deployed in
Smart Binance.

As discussed earlier, our main focus is to work for the
betterment of humanity, global sustainability, and poverty. 
The funds we raise will be used according to our one year
plan (1st January 2022 to 30th December 2022):

 

How we aim to use the raised funds:

B r e a k i n g  N e w s
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As we aim to help ordinary people, our action plan
involves working on the grassroots level. We plan
to work in partnership with NGOs, CBOs, NPOs,
and other agencies to identify problems and
provide solutions by engaging local stakeholders.

Our goals and ambitions that led to the creation of
DAAD crypto mean a lot to us. Therefore, we have
built an efficient and highly functional roadmap to
help us achieve those goals in the best way
possible.

Daad Roadmap
to Achieve
Goals

17
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04

Emergence and design idea 
Problem identification 
Crypto Name 
Program Plan designing 
Website construction & Launch 
Smart Contract design 
Setup and Deployment 
White paper Design & Publish 

02

01

Website & Token BSC launch
White paper Publish 
Token Lock & Exchanges Listings 
Private Sale on Pancake swap
Listing on Coinmarketcap & Coingecko 
Aggressive Marketing Rollout 
Donations 
Buy NFTs Collection 

Audits for Transparency (@techAudit/CERTi) 
Invitation for solid Partnership 
Analytic tools integration 
Major Partnerships 
Real-World Events 
Review Marketing Plans 
Donations 
NFTs Collection/Trading

Launching Program 
DAAD World (NFT, Merchandise Marketplace AND
CRYPTO CARD) 
Launching NFT Trading 
MOUs signing with Grass-root level NGOs, CBOs,
local communities, etc. 
Further Marketing Plans 
Donations

Daad Roadmap
Phases18



we all together
can change the

world into a better
place.
Anser Daad

  
THANKSTHANKS

www.anserdaad.com


